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In The Name Of God
3.5 .( ـ ﻫﺮ ﺟﻤﻠﻪ را ﺑﺎ ﯾﮏ ﮐﻠﻤﻪي ﻣﻨﺎﺳﺐ از ﮐﻠﻤﻪﻫﺎي داﺧﻞ ﮐﺎدر ﮐﺎﻣﻞ ﮐﻨﯿﺪ ) ﯾﮏ ﮐﻠﻤﻪ اﺿﺎﻓﯽ اﺳﺖA
feed - shouted - while – paused – cared – once – strong - hearing
1) The man …………….. at boys to keep off the grass.
2) There were …………… winds from the north yesterday.
3) Everyone knew at …………… how serious the problem was.
4) The patient thanked the nurses who had …………. for him.
5) He was very angry, and it took him a little …………… to calm down.
6) Please …………….. your little sister and make sure she's in bed by nine.
7) Kim was reading her e- mail, but she ……………. and looked up when I came in.

2.5. ـ ﻫﺮ ﮐﻠﻤﻪ را ﺑﺎ ﺗﻌﺮﯾﻒ آن ﺟﻮر ﮐﻨﯿﺪB
8) pause

(

)

a) to say or write something as an answer to somebody

9) reply

(

)

b) the measurement of how hot somebody's body is

10) newspaper

(

)

c) to stop talking and doing something for a short time

11) temperature

(

)

d) a drop of water that comes from your eye when you cry

12) tear

(

)

e) large pieces of paper with news and other things printed on them

2.( ﯾﮏ ﻋﺒﺎرت اﺿﺎﻓﻪ اﺳﺖB  ﮐﺎﻣﻞ ﮐﻨﯿﺪ ) در ﺳﺘﻮنB  را ﺑﺎ ﻋﺒﺎرت ﻫﺎي ﻣﻨﺎﺳﺐ از ﺳﺘﻮنA  ـ ﺟﻤﻠﻪ ﻫﺎي ﻧﺎﻗﺺ ﺳﺘﻮنC

A
13) Why do you keep …………. ?
14) I was actually feeling ……….. .

B
(

)

a) happy for my lovely son

(

) b) she asked what the time was

15) On a spring morning, an old man ………. . (

) c) and kindly asked her to read

16) After a few minutes, …………. .

) d) asking the same question again and again

(

e) was sitting on the sofa in his house
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1.25. ـ ﻣﺘﺮادف ﯾﺎ ﻣﺘﻀﺎد ﮐﻠﻤﻪﻫﺎي ﻣﺸﺨﺺ ﺷﺪه را ﺑﻨﻮﯾﺴﯿﺪD
17) I wrote to Jane, buy she didn't reply. ( = ……………….. )
18) She paused at the bottom of the stairs and looked up at the clock. (= ……………..)

19) The mother asked her son quietly, ،، What is this?'' ( ≠………………. )
1.5. ﮐﻠﻤﻪي ﻧﺎﻫﻤﺎﻫﻨﮓ را ﻣﺸﺨﺺ ﮐﻨﯿﺪ، ـ در ﻫﺮردﯾﻒE
20) washing machine – dishwasher – microwave oven – grandchildren
21) ordinary – strange – usual – normal
22) poet – writer – author – value

1.25. ـ ﭘﺎﺳﺦ درﺳﺖ را اﻧﺘﺨﺎب ﮐﻨﯿﺪF
23) Are the books going ………… to the school?
A) to return

B) to be returned

C) return

D) returned

24) Why weren't all people ………….. to the ceremony?
A) invite

B) be invited

C) invited

D) inviting

25) Your brother is in Canada, …………….. he?
A) does

B) is

C) isn't

D) doesn't

26) Don't talk to him anymore, …………….. ?
A) will you

B) aren't you

C) do you

D) don't you

27) Teenagers …………. the elder members of the family.
A) are respected

B) respecting

C) has respected

D) respect

1. ـ ﭘﺎﺳﺦ درﺳﺖ را اﻧﺘﺨﺎب ﮐﻨﯿﺪG
28) I would ………… that you see your doctor about this.
A) compile

B) suggest

C) feed

D) destroy
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29) The same word may have several different …………. .
A) meanings

B) actions

C) breaks

D) sizes

30) They hired a team of engineers to ………… the new system.
A) suppose

B) need

C) design

D) pronounce

31) There's a special ………… gift with this month's magazine.
A) free

B) calm

C) oral

D) willing

3.5. ـ ﭘﺎﺳﺦ درﺳﺖ را از ﺑﯿﻦ دو ﮔﺰﯾﻨﻪي داﺧﻞ ﭘﺎراﻧﺘﺰ اﻧﺘﺨﺎب ﮐﻨﯿﺪH
32) I'm not hungry. I would have something to eat if I ( am / were ) hungry.

33) What did you do with the money ( who / which ) your mother lent you?
34) This is the bank ( that / who ) was robbed yesterday.
35) I'm sorry I can't help you. I'd help you if I ( can / could).
36) The people ( whom / who) you saw in the bank were very frightened.
37) Here is a magazine ( which / which it ) might interest you.
38) If I ( have / had ) enough money, I'll buy that suitcase.
39) Could you please give back the pen ( --- / whom ) you borrowed yesterday?
40) Ants are scavengers ( which / who ) collect whatever food ( whom / --- ) they can find.
41) Excuse me, sir. Would you mind if I ( am using / used ) your cellphone?
42) We can't buy a good dictionary if you ( didn't / don't ) help us.
43) The guy ( which / whom ) my father is talking to is our neighbor.
44) If the author ( whom / who ) compiled the dictionary ( were / is ) here, I'd thank him .
45) We (may / might ) hold the ceremony, if they arrive on time.
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2. ـ ﻣﺘﻦ زﯾﺮ را ﺑﺨﻮاﻧﯿﺪ و ﭘﺎﺳﺦ درﺳﺖ را اﻧﺘﺨﺎب ﮐﻨﯿﺪI
As people get older ,they change physically and mentally. They become more dependent on others to help
them do their daily living ………. (46). In a number of cases, the elderly need someone to look after them.
Some elders ………… ( 47) in nursing homes and long – term care facilities while others are looked after at
home by their children or ……….. (48). Looking after an elderly person at home is not an easy job. People
who look after the elderly at home often have other ………… ( 49) too. They need to take care of themselves
first, but they do not always realize it or do not know how to balance all their responsibilities.

46)

A) activities

B) failures

C) results

D) exercises

47)

A) look after

B) kooks after

C) are looked after

D) be looked after

48)

A) babies

B) relatives

C) grandparents

D) temperatures

49)

A) pressures

B) teenagers

C) homelands

D) responsibilities

1.5. ـ ﻣﺘﻦ زﯾﺮ را ﺑﺨﻮاﻧﯿﺪ و ﺑﻪ ﺳﻮاﻻت آن ﭘﺎﺳﺦ دﻫﯿﺪJ
The United States has been criticized* for the behavior towards its elderly citizens. Although in may other
countries the elderly usually live with their children's family, many older Americans live alone, without the
companionship of their children. This situation is sometimes blamed on the ،، selfishness ,, of the younger
generation, but the closer look shows that many of the elderly prefer to maintain their independent lives.
Research on the situation of the elderly in America has shown that while grandparents are happy to be
visited by their children and grandchildren, they prefer to continue living in the surrounding that are

familiar with. This suggests that children should allow their parents to live alone if they wish to, and should
encourage them to maintain close ties to the rest of the family.
Another surprising result of the research on the elderly in the United States has been the very positive
influence which pets have been found to have on the elderly people that they live with. It has shown that
elderly people who care for small pets, such as cats or dogs, live longer, are healthier, and have better
attitudes toward their lives than similar elderly people without these companions.
. ﻣﺸﺨﺺ ﮐﻨﯿﺪFALSE  و ﺟﻤﻠﻪﻫﺎي ﻧﺎدرﺳﺖ راﺑﺎTRUE  ﺟﻤﻠﻪﻫﺎي درﺳﺖ را ﺑﺎ،اﻟﻒ ـ ﺑﺎ ﺗﻮﺟﻪ ﺑﻪ ﻣﺘﻦ

50) American children don't let their parents live alone.
51) Having pets will make elderly people healthier.

(TRUE / FALSE )
(TRUE / FALSE )
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. ﭘﺎﺳﺦ درﺳﺖ را اﻧﺘﺨﺎب ﮐﻨﯿﺪ،ب ـ ﺑﺎ ﺗﻮﺟﻪ ﺑﻪ ﻣﺘﻦ
52) Many elderly Americans live ………. .
A) without satisfaction

B) by themselves

C) with their grandchildren

D) a simple life

53) The author advises the young people to ………… .
A) keep close ties to the elderly of their own
B) respect the wishes of their elderly parents
C) allow their elderly relatives to raise some pets
D) not to let the elders of their families live by themselves

. ﺑﺎ ﮐﻠﻤﻪي ﭘﺮﺳﺸﯽ داده ﺷﺪه ﯾﮏ ﺳﻮال ﺑﻨﻮﯾﺴﯿﺪ و ﺑﻪ آن ﭘﺎﺳﺦ دﻫﯿﺪ،ج ـ ﺑﺎ ﺗﻮﺟﻪ ﺑﻪ ﻣﺘﻦ

54) What …………………………………………………………………………….. ?
……………………………………………………………………………. .

A
1) shouted
while

2) strong
6) feed

3) once
7) paused

4) cared

B
8) c

9) a

10) e

14) a

15) e

11) b

12) d

C
13) d

16) b

D
17) answer

18) top

19) loudly

E
20) grandchildren

21) strange

22) value

F
23) b

24) c

25) c

26) a

29) a

30) c

31) a

27) d

G
28) b
H
32) were

33) which

34) that

35) could

36) whom

37) which

38) have

39) ---

40) which / ---

41) used

42) don't

44) who / were

45) may

43) whom

I
46) a

47) c

48) b

49) d

51) true

52) b

53) b

J
50) false

54) What has the United States been criticized for ?
The United States been criticized for the behavior towards its elderly citizens.

5)

